Congratulations to Carol Pun Yik Shan, Trinitian and graduate of F.7S in 2009, who went on a 16-day trip to the South Pole with a very famous leader Robert Swan, the first person to walk to the North and South poles.

Carol is under-graduate in Systems Engineering at the Chinese University of Hong Kong. She and her three fellow students won the first prize in a design competition with a set of warning signs for a world where global warming and pollution has caused hazardous damage to our environment.

Carol had to raise $200,000 in order to go on this trip. She has appealed to different persons and organizations for fund. The response for fund-raising from Trinitians was good and Carol was able to go on such a great learning trip with the generous support of all donors.

Carol will share her learning of the South Pole with all her schoolmates at school in coming September 2011.